
The Comp-tainer is Tidy Planets containerised food waste solution. It utilises the well 
proven, ABP Compliant Rocket Composter, and is designed and created as a bespoke 
system, specific to the customers waste volume and handling needs.  

The Comp-tainer can be supplied fitted with the Dehydra food waste dewatering        
system, plumbing, sinks, heating and lighting. With everything containerised in a     
specially designed and insulated format, the inside of the Comp-tainer has more in 
common with a kitchen extension, than a waste processing area.   

The system is capable of processing:  

• Cooked / Uncooked Meat & Fish  

• Cooked / Uncooked Fruit & Vegetables  

• Garden Waste & Animal Waste (including some types of bedding) 

“We  wanted to design the 

Comp-tainer as an instant  

solution to a sites food 

waste disposal problems, 

it needed to be as simple 

as plugging in the sites 

relevant services, the   

system can in reality be 

treating food wastes 

within an hour of arrival 

at site” 

JTyler 

Technical Director 
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A900 Comp-tainer Pictured for illustration purposes only  



The Comp-tainer has already been supplied into the luxury hospitality sector 
on remote islands, but is an ideal addition to any temporary kitchens or as a 
permanent addition at :   

•Oil & Gas Exploration camps  

•Luxury Hotels  

•Shopping Centres  

Comp-tainer Size:     A700 6.06m x 2.44m (20ft unit) 

     A900 6.06m x 2.44m (20ft unit) 

     A1200 12.19m x 2.44m (40ft unit)  

          

Weight Empty    A700 3480kg (specification dependant)  

     A900 3800kg  (specification dependant)  

     A1200 10,500kg (specification dependant)  

Capacity*:     A700 up to 2100litres per week*  

     A900 up to 5400 litres per week * 

     A1200 up to 10,000 litres per week * 

Utility Requirement:   3ph 415v 50 hz 16amp 

     Inlet cold water 2.5 bar 

     Connection to mains sewer    

Housing Requirements:   hard standing surface  

*When Dehydra Dewatering system is incorporated  
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